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Perl 6 EssentialsO'Reilly, 2003
Perl 6 Essentials is the first book  that offers a peek into the next major version of the Perl  language. Written by members of the Perl 6 core development  team, the book covers the development not only of Perl 6  syntax but also Parrot, the language-independent interpreter  developed as part of the Perl 6 design...
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The LaTeX Graphics Companion: Illustrating Documents with TeX and Postscript(R)Addison Wesley, 1997
This handy reference describes techniques and tricks needed to illustrate LaTeX documents, and answers common user questions about graphics and PostScript fonts. It provides the first full description of the standard LaTeX color and graphics packages, and shows how you can combine TeX and PostScript capabilities to produce beautifully illustrated...
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Mastering PyCharmPackt Publishing, 2015

	Use PyCharm with fluid efficiency to write idiomatic python code


	About This Book

	
		Understand how PyCharm works and how you can leverage its strength to develop applications quickly
	
		Master PyCharm's editor to get a fast workflow
	
		Full of examples and illustrations that...
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The Art of JavaMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Take your programming expertise to the next level with help from Java programming all-stars Herb Schildt and James Holmes. Together they unlock the secrets that professional programmers use to create world-class software. Inside, Herb and James apply Java to a wide variety of high-powered applications, each demonstrating different features and...
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Linux in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2009
Everything you need to know about Linux is in this book. Written by Stephen Figgins, Ellen Siever, Robert Love, and Arnold Robbins -- people with years of active participation in the Linux community -- Linux in a Nutshell, Sixth Edition, thoroughly covers programming tools, system and network administration tools, the shell, editors, and...
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Correspondents: A NovelGrove Press, 2019

	“Murphy artfully connects multiple narratives to produce a sprawling tale of love, family, duty, war, and displacement. It is above all a stinging indictment of the ill-fated war in Iraq and the heavy tolls it continues to exact on its people.”?Khaled Hosseini, author of The Kite Runner

	

	The world...
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